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10   End-of-chapter test 

1 a Draw a sketch graph to show the growth curve of a typical microorganism in a fermenter. [3] 

b On the curve, clearly label the four stages characteristic of this type of growth. [4] 

c Explain why there is a different growth rate during each stage. [4] 

2 Figure 10.4 shows a batch fermenter used to produce penicillin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10.4 

a Explain why sterile air is pumped into the fermenter. [2] 

b i  The fungus that produces penicillin needs a supply of carbon and nitrogen. Give the  

form in which these elements are added to the culture. [2] 

ii Explain why it is necessary to pump water into the jacket surrounding the culture. [3] 

iii State why pH is monitored and describe how it is controlled. [2] 

c Figure 10.5 is a graph showing  

the production of penicillin and  

the growth of the fungus,  

Penicillium, in the fermenter  

shown in Figure 10.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10.5 

i Using the data in Figure 10.5, state the time when Penicillium enters its  

stationary phase. [1] 

ii Explain why there is no antibiotic produced during phase X. [3] 
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3 Figure 10.6 is a diagram showing a large-scale fermenter that is used in the production of 

mycoprotein. 

 

Figure 10.6 

a i Name the part of the fermenter labelled A and explain why it is necessary. [2] 

ii One of the outlets removes a gas that is produced inside the fermenter.  

Name this gas and the process that produces it. [2] 

iii State one reason why air is added to the fermenter. [1] 

b Mycoprotein is used to make Quorn, a substance that is used as a meat substitute in  

foods. Outline the processing of the mycoprotein that takes place after harvesting from the 

fermenter, to convert the mycoprotein into Quorn. [4] 

c The table shows the nutritional content of freshly harvested Quorn mycoprotein  

and that of beef. 

Nutrient Mass in mycoprotein/g per 100 g Mass in beef/g per 100 g 

protein 11.80 23.10 

dietary fibre 4.80 0.00 

fat 3.50 15.20 

carbohydrate 2.00 0.00 

sodium 0.24 0.32 

cholesterol 0.00 0.08 

water 75.00 59.10 

 With reference to the data in the table, explain the advantages of including mycoprotein  

in the human diet as a meat substitute. [4] 
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4 The enzyme amylase breaks down starch  

into the reducing sugar maltose. An  

experiment was carried out to investigate  

the activity of immobilised amylase.  

A solution of starch was passed through a  

column of immobilised enzyme as shown  

in Figure 10.7. Tests were carried out on  

the product collected at the end of the  

column. 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 10.7 

a State one way that amylase could have been immobilised. [1] 

b One advantage of using immobilised enzymes in an industrial process is that the product 

should not be contaminated with the enzyme, meaning that there is no cost involved in 

purifying the product. 

i  Suggest how the product could be tested to find out whether it had been contaminated  

by the enzyme.  [3] 

ii Explain one other advantage of using immobilised enzymes in an industrial process. [2] 

c To produce a greater yield, the product can be collected and passed through the column  

more than once. Suggest how it would be possible to determine experimentally how many 

times the process should be repeated to produce the maximum yield. [2] 

5 Figure 10.8 shows the main parts  

of a glucose biosensor. 

a Using the information in the  

diagram, explain how the  

biosensor enables the  

concentration of glucose in  

the blood to be measured. [5] 

b Explain why molecules other  

than glucose in the blood do  

not affect the reading shown  

on the display. [2] 

c Suggest two advantages of  

using a biosensor to measure  

the concentration of glucose  

in blood. [2] 
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Figure 10.8 


